The Eugene Waldorf School is seeking a music teacher to teach half-time for the 2019-2020
school year. This is a salaried position that includes annual faculty development funding and
retirement contributions. The music program augments the Class teachers' work with the students
and is offered three periods per week each for 4th through 6th grades and two periods per week
each for 7th and 8th grades. At present, it is a three day a week schedule, from 11:05am - 3:15pm
(lunch is 12:35 - 1:25pm).
The program primarily involves teaching the playing of stringed instruments as well as the capacity
to read music. There is some flexibility in how the program is structured and an opportunity to
offer after-school private lessons if there is interest. Additional responsibilities outside of the
classroom include concert presentations to the community, attendance at assemblies, faculty
meetings and parent events.
Ideal applicants demonstrate mastery in stringed instruments and possess the ability to
consistently teach in a lively and energetic manner with a capacity for innovation and a love and
appreciation for children. Candidates should have the ability to set and maintain firm boundaries
for middle school students while demonstrating compassion. In addition, culturally responsive
teaching is vital to success in our school.
A minimum of a bachelor’s degree in music or its equivalent is required. Experience leading middle
school students is preferred. Waldorf teaching certification and previous Waldorf School teaching
experience are highly valued.
Located between the beautiful Cascades and the pristine Pacific Coast, Eugene offers a host of
cultural activities—a vibrant arts community, great food and a thriving theater and diverse music
scene. It is home to the University of Oregon and several farmers markets offer crafts and produce
from many local artisans, and organic and biodynamic farmers. Eugene is also a terrific place to
raise and care for children. The Eugene Waldorf School is in its 38th year! The teachers, committed
to anthroposophy and social renewal, strive to work harmoniously together and are committed to
self-development. For more information about our school visit our website:
https://www.eugenewaldorf.org/
At the Eugene Waldorf School, any members of groups traditionally underrepresented are strongly
encouraged to apply.
To Apply:
Send a letter of interest, resume, and three professional reference contacts via email to Morgan
Vierheller, Faculty Chair, morgan.vierheller@eugenewaldorf.org.

